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The role of niobium in layered oxide cathodes for
conventional lithium-ion and solid-state batteries
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Layered transition metal oxides (LTMOs), such as the LiNixCoyMn1−x−yO2 family, are the primary class of

cathode active materials (CAMs) commercialized and studied for conventional lithium-ion (LIB) and solid-

state battery (SSB) application. Despite nearly three decades of progress in improving stability, capacity,

and cost, research has intensified to match global demand for high-performance materials. Nevertheless,

(de)lithiation leads to irreversible degradation and subsequent capacity fading due to (chemo)mechanical

particle disintegration and (electro)chemical side reactions. In this regard, surface and bulk modifications

of CAMs by coating and doping/substitution are common strategies to enhance and support the electro-

chemical performance. Niobium has been featured in many studies exhibiting its advantages as a bulk

dopant, where its ionic radius and unique valence character with respect to the metals used in LTMOs

help prevent different degradation phenomena and therefore enhance performance. In addition,

several niobium-based oxides (LiNbO3, Li3NbO4, Nb2O5, etc.) have been employed as a coating to

increase cycling stability and rate capability through reduced surface degradation. Herein we illustrate

how niobium serves as a coating constituent and a dopant, and discuss current understanding of under-

lying mechanisms, gaps in knowledge, and considerations for its use in a coating and/or as dopant in

LTMO cathodes.

1. Introduction

The combination of higher energy density, cycle life, safety,
and faster charging, compared to other battery chemistries,
has promoted lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) to a widespread
power source for a broad range of applications, from portable
electronic devices to electric vehicles and stationary energy-
storage systems.1 Since LiCoO2 (LCO) came about as a new
cathode active material (CAM) for high energy density batteries
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and subsequently the commercialization of LIBs in 1991,2,3

alternative layered oxides have been explored to improve
battery performance and reduce the dependence on cobalt,
which has high ethical and economic costs.4–7 For instance,
LiNiO2 (LNO) represents a promising alternative with a local
maximum in theoretical specific capacity, however its poor
structural stability and low reversible cycling performance
limit current commercialization.8 Other materials, namely the
LiNixCoyMn1−x−yO2 (NCM or NMC) and LiNixCoyAl1−x−yO2

(NCA) families, do allow for better cycling stability with the
sacrifice of capacity. NCMs have become one of the main
classes of CAMs commercialized and studied for LIBs and
solid-state batteries (SSBs).9,10 Due to the global demand for
improved batteries in all aspects, there is a general movement
to higher nickel content for greater capacity, a transition from
flammable liquid electrolyte to solid-electrolyte-based lithium
batteries, and evermore material modifications to improve
both surface and bulk properties of CAM. Each of these move-
ments in research manifests new challenges, mostly including
the need to reduce material degradation and kinetic limitations.

Electrochemical, mechanical, and chemical changes con-
tribute to issues of limited kinetics and stability observed in
layered transition metal oxides (LTMOs). Mechanical degra-
dation originates from repeated volume changes in the CAM
associated with phase transitions during (de)lithiation that
leads to the disintegration of cathode particles and oxygen
release from the lattice. This oxygen partially undergoes
follow-up reactions with the electrolyte forming CO2 among
other undesired species.11,12 The most common solution is
inclusion of dopants, which can suppress the most mechani-
cally demanding phase transitions (H2 → H3),13 or protective
surface coatings minimizing gas evolution, for example.14,15

Chemically, the presence of HF in the commercially common
LiPF6-based liquid electrolyte due to trace water results in dis-
solution of TM species. Here, sacrificial compounds or coat-
ings are introduced to NCM cathodes as a strategy for mitigat-
ing this issue. As an electrochemical degradation mechanism,
there is the decomposition of electrolyte, leading to the for-
mation of a resistive surface layer (cathode electrolyte inter-

phase, CEI), as well as the phenomenon of degradation of bulk
NCM layered structure.16,17 To address these concerns, specific
solutions involving coatings and dopants are implemented in
the quest to develop improved battery materials. Coatings,
which serve as a controlled, stable CEI, ideally need to offer
high ionic conductivity, good chemical resistance, and a
simple synthesis process.18,19 With respect to doping strat-
egies, dopants can modify either a portion of the subsurface or
the entirety of the bulk. Regardless of the depth of incorpor-
ation, a dopant ideally serves to stabilize the structure of the
CAM, such as forming stronger metal–oxygen (M–O) bonds, to
reduce oxygen release or increase lithium diffusivity.

Selection of elements and/or compounds to serve as
dopants and/or coatings is an on-going process, where the
untrained eye may feel that the field is collectively sifting
through the periodic table. Regardless of the breadth of
exploration for the next best coating or dopant, there have
been reports of promising candidates for mainstream
implementation. Niobium has been featured in many studies
exhibiting its advantages as an elemental dopant and of its
various oxide phases (LiNbO3, Li3NbO4, Nb2O5, etc.) as coating
agents. Overall, its common and most stable oxidation state of
Nb5+ shows high affinity to oxygen and forms thermally and
chemically stable oxides.20 In addition, it has a comparable
ionic radius of 0.64 Å, yet distinct valence character, with
respect to the common metal species used in LTMOs, e.g., Ni3+

(0.56 Å), Ni2+ (0.69 Å), Co3+ (0.55 Å), Mn3+ (0.58 Å), Al3+

(0.54 Å), and Li+ (0.76 Å).21 These characteristics translate to
an observed reduction in degradation and improvements to
lithium diffusion kinetics when Nb5+ is employed as a dopant.
Other element dopants with comparable ionic radius and
higher valence than the TMs in LTMOs, such as V5+,22–24

Ta5+,25–27 Mo6+,28–30 and W6+,31–33 have also been reported to
exhibit similar improvements. Another work has outlined the
impact of these and various other dopants and coating
materials on Ni-rich CAMs.34 Experimentally, many niobium
precursors are reported in the literature for use in both doping
and coating approaches. A crucial point to consider is that the
specific niobium location in lithium-based LTMOs depends on
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several factors, including the niobium precursor concentration,
the synthesis conditions (especially temperature), and the crystal
structure of CAM. Recently, Xin et al. reported that the retention
of niobium on the LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 (NCM811) surface or its
diffusion into the bulk depends on the treatment temperature.35

Through different characterization techniques, evidence was
found that the NCM is coated with niobium at lower tempera-
tures (400 and 500 °C), whereas Nb-doping (incorporation)
occurs at higher temperatures (600, 700, and 800 °C). In this
case, the presence of niobium in two different forms, coating
and substitution, offers distinct benefits. The Nb-based coating
formed LiNbO3/Li3NbO4 phases, which provide surface stabiliz-
ation, decrease the first-cycle loss, and enhance rate capability.
Concurrently, niobium substitution improves the capacity reten-
tion on extended cycling by stabilizing the lattice.35

Furthermore, LiNbO3 is widely recognized as a coating
material for LIBs and SSBs, demonstrating strong performance
compared to other reported coatings. As a crystalline material,
it shows a very low ionic conductivity (∼10−18 S cm−1), however
if amorphous, its conductivity is increased by several orders of
magnitude, making it suitable as an ionically conducting
coating material.36–39 Moreover, LiNbO3 possesses a high
(electro)chemical stability, a necessary feature for CAM
coatings.40–42 Therefore, there are numerous studies in the lit-
erature reporting the positive effects of niobium as a dopant or
coating constituent for LTMOs. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there is no report that compiles and ana-
lyzes all of these mentioned aspects. This review will illustrate
how niobium serves as a coating and dopant, highlight the
current understanding of the underlying mechanisms, and
discuss gaps in knowledge and considerations for its use in
LTMO cathodes.

2. Coating

Coatings can first and foremost be considered as an artificial
protective layer between active material and electrolyte. With
respect to cathodes, as is the focus of this review, a passivation
layer (interphase) begins to form when three conditions are

met: the electrolyte and active material are in contact, the
HOMO of species in the electrolyte is greater in energy than
the LUMO of the cathode, and ionic transfer is possible. When
all these conditions are met, then this leads to oxidation of the
electrolyte. However, one should note that interphase for-
mation is a complex process and the subject of focused study,
where the description above can be seen as a qualitative view
of the phenomena. These oxidized species decompose on the
surface of the cathode and form the CEI and gaseous side pro-
ducts (e.g., CO2 and POF3).

13,43 The CEI acts as a kinetically
stable interface, which prevents further electrolyte decompo-
sition, as it is ionically permeable yet electronically
insulating.44,45 However, the CEI’s organic and inorganic com-
ponents can further be (electro)chemically decomposed. This
process can lead to dissolution/removal and subsequent refor-
mation of the CEI by consuming “fresh” electrolyte and con-
tinuous gas evolution. In addition to containing soluble
species, repeated cycling and subsequent volumetric changes
cause cracks in the surface of both the active material particle
and CEI, which in turn results in further consumption of elec-
trolyte and growth of the CEI. Furthermore, commercial liquid
electrolytes use LiPF6 as their conducting salt, which, when in
the presence of residual moisture, reacts to form HF (eqn (1)
and (2)), which will dissolve susceptible metal species.46

LiPF6ðdissolvedÞ þH2O $ LiFðsÞ þ 2HFðdissolvedÞ þ POF3ðdissolvedÞ
ð1Þ

PF5ðdissolvedÞ þH2O $ 2HFðdissolvedÞ þ POF3ðdissolvedÞ ð2Þ
However, even if the CEI is absolutely stable, theoretical

models suggest that the ionic conductivity is low at 10−15–
10−17 S cm−1,47–49 which can result in lithium diffusivity limit-
ations. Low conductivity and a continuously growing CEI lead
to large overpotentials that limit energy efficiency and reduce
the capacity.50 While one can make modifications to the elec-
trolyte through the use of different salts, solvents, and addi-
tives, they risk being oxidized to also form CEI when reaching
sufficiently high voltage. The alternative is producing a pre-
designed CEI (coating) that will have a controlled thickness,
reactivity, and diffusivity. Coatings serve multiple purposes,
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which benefit the performance and stability of the CAM. First,
coatings serve as a physical barrier between CAM and electro-
lyte, which mitigates the formation of (excess) CEI as well as
side reactions, such as metal dissolution, electrolyte consump-
tion, and gas formation. Second, designed coatings ideally
have a greater permittivity (1/resistance) than “native” CEIs,
thereby minimizing the overpotential that may otherwise
intensify side reactions and lead to reduced capacity. Similar
benefits are observed in SSBs, where (electro)chemical solid
electrolyte decomposition and related performance decay are
prevented.51,52 Lastly, experimental data suggest that coatings
can increase the temperature at which cathodes experience
thermal runaway, which is critical for commercial liquid-elec-
trolyte-based LIBs.35,53–56

Despite a plethora of compositional options for coatings,
Nb-based ones represent a promising method to stabilize
cathode/electrolyte interfaces. LiNbO3 can be considered the
quintessential Nb-based coating and can be prepared in mul-
tiple ways, including sol–gel,42,53,57–73 dry coating,55,61,74–79

and atomic layer deposition (ALD).80,81 Sol–gel derived coat-
ings require the least demand with regards to equipment, and
the procedure is mature. Typically, CAM particles are sus-
pended in a solvent together with Nb-alkoxides or chlorides
and an extra source of lithium (usually lithium ethoxide) is
included. This process can take place in alcohols, which are
subsequently evaporated to yield a gel. Via changing the pre-
cursor ratios and adding a lithium source, different Nb-oxide-
based compositions, such as Nb2O5, LiNbO3, and Li3NbO4,
can be targeted. This mixture is then calcined (usually in air or
oxygen) at different temperatures, which determines whether
niobium remains at the surface or migrates into the bulk of
the CAM.56 However, sol–gel derived coatings are observed to
suffer from non-uniformity, although they can be rapidly pre-
pared through a simple process. Moreover, it has been recently
recognized that coatings prepared via the sol–gel method always
contain (amorphous) lithium carbonate, which appears to have
a significant impact on the resulting performance of the CAM,
especially in SSBs.67,73,82–84 Dry coating is an alternative pro-
cedure, where preformed (preferably nanocrystalline) LiNbO3 is
mixed with CAM powder under moderate or high energy con-
ditions (milling). The mixture is then calcined to sinter the
coating and the CAM together. While requiring specialized yet
simple equipment, the use of cheaper starting materials is
attractive, even if coating uniformity is still non-ideal. To yield a
conformal coating on CAM particles, ALD is the method of
choice, however at the expense of costly equipment.

Regardless of the technique, Nb-based oxides exhibit stabi-
lity against aggressive acid conditions. For instance, a clear
illustration of this resilience is observed on sample prepa-
ration protocols for inductively coupled plasma (ICP) optical
emission spectroscopy (OES), where concentrated acids at high
temperatures are required to achieve niobium dissolution.85,86

It should be noted that alternatively employing a protective
coating as a sacrificial HF scavenger might not be an optimal
design choice. Furthermore, scavengers with extensive surface
areas (nanoparticles) can be introduced as additives rather

than implementing a more complex coating process.
Regardless, it is clear that Nb-based coatings do reduce metal
dissolution, where they most likely act as a physical barrier
preventing TM ion migration to the electrolyte.76

To understand composition–morphology related properties
of nanoscale coatings, a thorough characterization down to the
atomic scale is needed. Initially, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is often performed to confirm that the particle mor-
phology is not affected during the coating formation. For
instance, Fig. 1a–f shows images of Nb2O5-coated NCM622 in
comparison to the pristine material, where the presence of
Nb2O5 did not alter the overall morphology or average particle
size of CAM.76 While there may be slight textural differences at
the surface,70,72 additional analytical techniques are needed to
characterize the morphology and composition of the coating.
Coatings prepared via sol–gel methods tend to show a partial
agglomeration on the CAM surface.70,72 It should be noted that
several studies explicitly mention the thickness. The optimal
thickness can generally vary within the range of ∼2 to
10 nm.42,56,58,60,62,65,67,68,79–81,87–89 Nevertheless, only one of
them quantifies the degree of uniformity or variation in thick-
ness. This particular study employed atomic force microscopy
(AFM) to measure particle roughness, which decreased with
added coating, likely suggesting a reduction in initial porosity.81

This is in the context of reports that vary coating thickness by
molar or weight percentage and observe differences in perform-
ance. In general, both extremely thin and thick coatings come
with limitations. Very thin coatings fail to fully cover particles,
while thick coatings hinder charge transfer, sacrificing rate
capability and reducing specific capacity due to increased
resistance.58,80,87,88 Therefore, considering that physical thick-
ness of the coating rather than molar or weight fraction with
respect to the CAM will dictate performance, we recommend
examining thickness as being more relevant. To do so, thin
sample specimens prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) milling/
slicing are required. This allows for an examination of the

Fig. 1 (a–c) SEM images of a pristine LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM622)
sample. (d–f ) SEM images of coated NCM622 prepared from a ball-
milling method with Nb2O5 (0.5 mol%). Reproduced with permission
from ref. 76. Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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coating via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line
scans64,87 (see Fig. 2a and b) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM),64,80,87 which is however spatially limited to
a small range of the surface layer. Interestingly, X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis reveals that the distribution
of coating ions can strongly depend upon the choice of coating
method. XP spectra were obtained by gradually removing
surface layers through ion etching.87 A thicker layer formed
when using a coating methodology of introducing niobium,
while including niobium with the precursor reagents before
CAM synthesis led to ion migration into the bulk structure.

Additionally, due to the proclivity of niobium to diffuse into
the bulk lattice, it stands out that few works examined the gra-
dient of niobium concentration from the surface to the
core.35,60,65,87,90 With the advent of studies beginning to under-
stand the implications of gradient-doped NCM CAMs, this is a
feature that should be studied in detail when observed. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis serves to see the effect of niobium in
the bulk, whose introduction usually affects the lattice para-
meters.79 The effect of niobium as a bulk dopant is discussed
in the doping section below. XRD also shows evidence that
procedures that originally target Nb2O5 coatings may convert it
to LiNbO3,

77,79 even in the absence of an additional lithium
source.56 One can verify the formation of a specific coating
with X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), even when the
coating is below the limit of detection for XRD. Fig. 3 displays
peaks associated with transitions from the 2p orbital of
niobium in different reference materials. In this particular
case, peak shift analysis provided insight into the chemical
state of the coating.57 In the absence of a deliberate external
source, it is probable that residual lithium on the CAM’s
surface or lithium from within the bulk serves as the source
for LiNbO3 formation. This may lead to the unintended

increase of Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing (antisite defects, Ni•Li) that
degrades the performance of the CAM, as discussed below.

Crystalline LiNbO3 can be detected through XRD analysis.
However, employing XRD for characterizing nanoscale coat-
ings is often impractical due to the limited sensitivity of most
in-house instruments.87,91,92 Any observation of reflections
from coatings likely comes from agglomerated species or coat-
ings that exceed practical thickness, as shown in Fig. 4, in
which at 20 wt% loading, agglomeration and layering is large

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional scanning TEM (STEM) with EDS line profiles of
Nb across the yellow line for LiNi0.82Co0.12Mn0.06O2. Shown to the right
is the corresponding material’s Nb 3d XP spectra with different etch
times. Panel (a) refers to a coating methodology of introducing Nb,
while panel (b) refers to a route of including Nb with the precursor
reagents. Adapted from ref. 87. Copyright 2021, American Chemical
Society.

Fig. 3 XAS of the Nb L3-edge of reference materials with Nb5+ oxi-
dation state. Dotted lines C and D correspond to LiNbO3 peak position,
while dotted line E is peak position of each reference material.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 57. Copyright 2023, American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 4 XRD patterns of NCM622 coated with different loadings (wt%) of
LiNbO3 prepared from an ammonium niobium oxalate sol–gel method.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 56. Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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enough to show Nb-based reflections.56,58,75 XRD signals
linked to the coating are evident in several sol–gel-based
approaches56,58,59,70,93 in contrast to ALD-based reports.87

XPS is commonly used to characterize the composition and
state of the LTMO surface, however, frequently, extrapolations
are made that require careful consideration. Firstly, XPS (Nb
3d) can detect the oxidation state of the niobium,53,56,94 which
is usually observed to be +5 and can reflect either LiNbO3 or
Nb2O5. This can be applied to other atomic species; works
reporting Nb2O5 coatings performed XPS (Ni 2p) to note an
increase in Ni2+ species at the surface,76,79 likely due to the
LiNbO3 formation (resulting in extraction of lithium from the
bulk of the CAM). Simultaneously, some ions diffuse into the
bulk, and the high valence state of niobium lowers the nickel
oxidation state to Ni2+, thereby driving it into the lithium
layer.60,77 LiNbO3 does not affect the Ni2+ fraction at milder
temperatures (e.g., ≤550 °C).42,69 In contrast to these obser-
vations, other work describes that niobium coating actually
reduces near-surface Ni2+,78 which could also be expected for a
surface-stabilizing coating. The authors also show XRD
Rietveld refinements of their LTMO and coated material, indi-
cating a lower fraction of Ni•Li defects, however often do so with
suspiciously low Rwp values for lab-scale diffractometers.64,95

As will be discussed later, complementary techniques to deter-
mine the effect of niobium on point defects should be
employed to build a stronger case. Secondly, XPS can indicate
the migration of niobium from the surface to the bulk through
loss of intensity of the corresponding spectra, which correlates
with increasing preparation temperature.35 When looking at
other XPS peaks, it is observed that Nb-based coatings reduce
the fraction of Li2CO3,

35 a surface carbonate that relates to
decomposed electrolyte,55 air exposure,83,96 and insulating LiF.
Degradation of the surface can be observed with XPS58 and
can be correlated with electrochemical measurements of
average surface resistance, charge-transfer resistance, and
their rate of growth in LIBs and SSBs.93

Turning to performance itself, a meta-analysis of both LIBs
and SSBs with LiNbO3-coated NCM CAMs reveals generalizable

trends and indicators of its true utility. Fig. 5 is a box-and-
whisker plot of a meta-analysis of coated NCMs. Comparisons
of relative performance changes were made between the self-
described best coating reported and their baseline NCM
material; a method that removes the case-by-case comparison
and the many minor differences in methodology and testing.
Furthermore, unless otherwise demonstrated in the work with
certainty, all coatings are assumed to be LiNbO3, despite
claims of Nb2O5, due to their lack of support evidence to the
case. Lastly as a note, due to the variation in number of cycles
reported across works, a standard of 100 cycles was selected.
For cases, where this information was not explicitly provided,
an estimate was calculated based on reported cycling stability
and assuming a linear trend of degradation for all materials.
This estimation methodology is the case for both the data pre-
sented for coatings as well as dopants shown in a later section.
Starting with LIB samples, Fig. 5 shows that the introduction
of LiNbO3 as a coating had an insignificant effect on the initial
discharge capacity (median = 3.3%) while being able to signifi-
cantly improve cycle retention (median = 12%) and capacity at
1C rate (median = 8.0%). This likely reflects the reduction in
surface decomposition and therefore reduced resistance of the
material. Regarding SSBs, there is an increase in all metrics,
first-cycle capacity (median = 18%), cycle stability (median =
10%), and capacity at 1C rate (median = 28%). While not sur-
prising that there are improvements, it is important to note
that the relative increases in rate capability and first-cycle
capacity are greater for SSBs than LIBs. This is most likely due
to the formation of a much more insulating interface
(decomposition) layer in SSBs when using uncoated CAM as
compared to LIBs. Regardless of the electrolyte, ionic conduc-
tivity of amorphous LiNbO3 is significantly higher than of base
NCM. This reflects an average observed relative increase in
diffusivity of LiNbO3-coated NCMs by 120% ± 150% (mean ±
std. dev., n = 6) and 74% ± 53% (mean ± std. dev., n = 3) for
LIBs and SSBs, respectively.42,56,58,74,76,77,79,81,87,97

Despite being a point parroted in introductions as critical
to improving LIBs, thermal stability, i.e., onset temperature of

Fig. 5 Box-and-whisker plot of the relative change of capacity retention after 100 cycles, 1C capacity, and first-cycle capacity of LiNbO3 coatings
with respect to “bare” NCM CAMs for both LIB and SSB systems. For cycle retention, n = 19 and 9 for LIB and SSB, respectively. For 1C capacity, n =
17 and 6 for LIB and SSB, respectively. For first-cycle capacity, n = 18 and 11 for LIB and SSB, respectively.
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exothermic decomposition of a charged CAM, is a factor exam-
ined by only two studies, where Nb-based coatings did increase
thermal stability by a modest ∼4–5%.35,56 While small in mag-
nitude, it is a self-described “critical” metric that should be
examined when modifications are made to NCMs. Because of
increased thermal and mechanical stabilities, the application
of Nb-based coatings can result in better CAM performance at
elevated temperatures both in LIBs53,56,60,76 and SSBs.72,73,80,89

LiNbO3 coating offers superior cyclability of chlorine-rich
argyrodite-based SSBs using LiNi0.7Co0.1Mn0.2O2 (NCM712)
cathodes at different temperatures (−20, 25, and 60 °C).89 The
improved performance at all tested temperatures is attributed
to reduced interfacial resistance, as observed by electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and structural
enhancements, supported by TEM imaging data collected after
cycling. Clearly, Nb-based coatings have a positive effect on
CAM structure and morphology. While pristine CAMs typically
exhibit signs of severe damage, Nb-coated counterparts are
often capable of maintaining their initial morphology during
cycling, indicating enhanced mechanical stability and leading
to reduced exposure of fresh (reactive) surfaces.42,53,58,60,76,80

Accordingly, XPS analysis provides evidence of partially sup-
pressed side reactions and CEI growth, as seen by less intense
peaks of carbon–oxygen, LixPOyFz/LixPFy, and LiF species for
LIBs58,60,93 and oxygenated sulfur and phosphorus species for
SSBs.81,89 In addition, XRD analysis of cycled materials reveals
smaller peak shifts and larger intensities for coated CAMs in
comparison to their base materials, suggesting that the
coating can also effectively alleviate volume variations.53,79,89

Regardless, these improvements lack greater context, as there
is a serious lack of meaningful comparisons or meta-analyses
between different coatings and surface species. However, there
is a report of comparative performance for coated Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13
Co0.13O2 cathodes.75 Nb-based coatings have a high material
cost, thus a definitive, cost-effective alternative should be pre-
sented if possible, with direct comparison between candidates
to decide the best material for large-scale application.

Table 1 is a limited comparison of reported ionic conduc-
tivities of common coatings and surface species. While
Li2ZrO3 may exhibit greater ionic conductivity, this does not
directly translate to a better coating material; experimental
comparisons or meta-analyses should be done to support such
a claim. Other “hybrid” (LiaMbNbcOd; e.g., M = Ti) and Li3NbO4

coatings have been tested,60 however only one direct compari-
son between these and “standard” Nb-based coatings has been

reported to our knowledge.93 Li3NbO4 can be seen as a “non-
standard” coating by virtue of the scarcity of reports. It is a
compound that is observed to form at higher temperatures,
but has not demonstrated greater performance than the more
facile to synthesize LiNbO3.

93 Comparable performance to
LiNbO3 also reflects observations made for “hybrid” Nb-coat-
ings, e.g., TiNb2O7.

60 Therefore, unless otherwise demon-
strated by future reports, LiNbO3 represents the best option
due to its relatively easy of synthesis and good performance.

3. Doping

While coatings do address surface-related degradation pro-
cesses for LTMOs, dopants are mainly implemented to
improve structural integrity via mitigating irreversible phase
transitions during cycling. In addition, better rate capability is
also likely achieved because of enhanced electronic and/or
ionic conductivity, due to the expansion of lithium diffusion
channels and the formation of defects, leading to a reduction
in polarization resistance.104 In some cases, dopants in LTMOs
with a high nickel content can result in increased ionic con-
ductivity also by reducing the concentration of unintended
defects (e.g., Ni•Li) and suppress oxygen release with greater M–

O bonding energies.34,105 From this perspective, high-valence
ions are typically employed to improve the stability of Ni-rich
LTMO cathodes.106,107 Mostly, high-valence dopants reside in
the TM sites, and consequently increase repulsive force
between interlayers.23,108–110 Compared to Ni3+, Mn4+ and Co3+

ions (0.53–0.56 Å), they are generally larger and often increase
the lithium layer spacing and lattice parameters and therefore
lithium diffusivity. Additionally, these ions provide strong M–

O bonds and increase the stability of layered structure during
the (de)lithiation process. Bond energies of M–O can be found
in the literature, some examples are 667 kJ mol−1 for Ti–O,
637 kJ mol−1 for V–O, and 720 kJ mol−1 for W–O, which are
higher than that for Ni–O (366 kJ mol−1), Co–O (397 kJ mol−1),
Mn–O (362 kJ mol−1), and Al–O (502 kJ mol−1).21,111

Considering this, Nb5+ is a TM dopant that introduces a strong
Nb–O bond (727 kJ mol−1),111 a large but comparable ionic
radius of 0.64 Å, and a high valence state.112 These character-
istics ultimately result in significant improvements in material
stability and behavior.

It is important to emphasize that the preparation method
employed for doped materials can significantly affect the final
product. In relation to Nb-doped LTMOs, they are frequently
prepared by blending a precursor CAM (pCAM) with proper
niobium and lithium sources, followed by subjecting the
mixture to the same heating treatment as the base material,
which can also vary in temperature and time. Nb2O5 is the pre-
dominant precursor, followed by niobium oxalates (see
Table 2). In this sense, excessive doping can reach a “solubility
limit” and migrate to the surface, forming a protective layer
that inhibits detrimental side reactions; conversely, a coating
can facilitate doping of near-surface regions through diffusion
at elevated or sustained calcination temperatures. In such

Table 1 Average Li-ion conductivities of compounds found or added to
the surface of NCM CAMs

Coating Ionic conductivity/S cm−1 Ref.

Amorphous LiNbO3 8.4 × 10−7 (293 K) 98
Li3PO4 ∼10−8 (573 K) 99
Li2CO3 Ionically insulating (338 K) 100
LiF ∼10−14 (293 K) 101
Al2O3 Ionically insulating (293 K) 102
Crystalline Li2ZrO3 8 × 10−5 (293 K) 103
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scenarios, the enhanced electrochemical performance can be
attributed to the combined effects of doping and coating.113

Tungsten is a classic example, which almost exclusively
migrates to the surface and forms LixWyOz.

114 Indeed, high-
valence elements, such as Nb5+, Ta5+, W6+, and Mo6+, are more
likely to have only limited solubility within the crystal structure
of Ni-rich CAMs. Specifically, they tend to segregate at the
grain boundaries, thereby also suppressing the coarsening of
primary particles.107,115 This poses an interesting design
feature, where known solubility limits can be targeted to create
both a bulk and surface modification with a single synthesis
procedure. The differentiation between doping and coating
can often be ambiguous. In fact, annealing conditions seem to
play a pivotal role in material modification. Xin et al. reported
investigations in this regard, where Nb-based coating and sub-
stitution were both observed in Ni-rich CAMs depending on
temperature conditions.35,59,65,90 Firstly, NCM811 was modi-
fied by the hydrolysis process of lithium and niobium ethox-
ides, a very typical procedure for CAM coatings. With the
500 °C annealing, some Nb5+ ions were observed to penetrate
into the parent material and their concentration maintained
around 0.2 at% for a few hundred nanometers. Accordingly,
there was a decrease in first-cycle capacity loss, alongside
enhancements in rate capability and capacity retention, for
half-cells tested in the potential window of 2.8–4.6 V.65 Further
studies of synchrotron diffraction showed that LiNbO3 and
Li3NbO4 phases were initially formed on the CAM surface, and
higher temperature treatments (>690 °C) provoked LiNbO3

decomposition and Nb/TM interdiffusion. In this case, Nb5+

penetrated into the bulk, resulting consequently in lattice

expansion and cation disordering.35,90 Neutron powder diffrac-
tion (NPD) analysis suggested higher Ni2+ fraction in NCM and
interestingly, a manganese replacement in niobium sites of
Li3NbO4.

35 Similarly, several works of Nb-doping of LTMOs
also mention the presence of new phases of niobium com-
pounds, particularly when high amounts of dopant are used.
The main observed phases in XRD patterns are Li3NbO4,

116–118

LiNbO3,
78,104,119 and Nb2O5,

117 which in general indicates that
a solid solution limit was reached and remaining Nb5+ ions
reacted with the available lithium source, as mentioned before
for coated CAMs. Therefore, the probable minimal concen-
tration and widespread distribution of these phases in Nb-
modified materials hinder their detection with XRD analysis.
Nevertheless, either the effect of these new phases is not
further considered or the doped materials with higher amount
of niobium are not explored due to their low electrochemical
performances. In this sense, it is common to encounter a lack
of clarity regarding a possible additional coating in Nb-doped
CAMs. This is often associated with the use of limited charac-
terization techniques, which may not offer a complete under-
standing of the modified material. Another source of uncer-
tainty stems from the doping depth, whether Nb5+ is incorpor-
ated into the bulk phase or predominantly resides on the
surface. In this context, EDS is commonly utilized, however
mostly to solely measure the niobium distribution along the
surface. As a matter of fact, considering the studies in which
EDS mapping from cross-sectioned particles indicate niobium
to be uniformly doped into the bulk phase, there is no agree-
ment in relation to its effect on the material
structure.104,119–124 Moreover, controlling the exact fraction of

Table 2 Summary of main electrochemical performances from the literature of Nb-doped LTMOs for LIBs, their respective base material, as well as
Nb source and its amount (SC = single crystal, DC = specific discharge capacity, CR = capacity retention after the respective number of cycles)

CAM Nb source Amount 1st DC (base)/mA h g−1 CR (base)/% Cycles
Voltage/V vs.
Li+/Li Ref.

LNO H5Nb3O10 1.0 mol% 188.1 (215.9) at 0.1C 91.4 (69.2) at 0.5C 100 2.7–4.3 112
LNO C4H4NNbO9 1.0 mol% 214.1 (233.7) at 0.1C 85.8 (60.1) at 0.5C 200 3.0–4.3 128
LiNi0.925Co0.03Mn0.045O2 Nb2O5 0.4 mol% 222.7 (219.5) at 0.1C 77.7 (66.3) at 1C 150 2.8–4.3 132
NCM851005 Nb2O3 0.3 mol% 210 (210) at 0.1C 97.0 (80.0) at 1C 100 3.0–4.3 152
NCM831106 Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 195 (201.8) at 0.1C 86.6 (61.2) at 1C 200 2.8–4.3 120
NCM831106 C4H4NNbO9 1.0 mol% 211.8 (195.5) at 0.2C 86.6 (62.6) at 1C 100 2.7–4.4 118
NCM831205 (SC) Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 198.6 (196.8) at 0.1C 92.7 (72.4) at 1C 150 2.7–4.3 129
LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 190.7 (176.6) at 0.2C 90.0 (58.0) at 5C 100 3.0–4.3 136
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 Nb2O5 5.0 mol% 192.0 (202.7) at 0.5C 94.2 (69.5) at 0.5C 100 2.8–4.5 133
NMC811 Nb(HC2O4)5 1.0 mol% 219.6 (203.3) at 0.2C 92.7 (85.3) at 0.2C 100 2.8–4.6 134
NCM811 Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 226.3 (213.2) at 0.05C 94.6 (57.6) at 1C 100 2.7–4.3 104
NCM811 Nb2O5 0.5 mol% 189.2 (184.9) at 0.1C 91.9 (79.8) at 1C 300 2.75–4.3 119
NCM811 Nb2O5 1.0 wt% 202.8 (163.5) at 2C 81 (55) at 2C 200 2.7–4.5 121
NCM811 (SC) Nb2O5 0.5 mol% 226 (202.5) at 0.1C 92.5 (84.3) at 1C 100 2.7–4.3 122
NCM811 Nb2O5 1.0 wt% 200.2 (202.3) at 0.1C 90.6 (82.1) at 0.1C 100 3.0–4.3 130
NCM811 (SC) LiNbO3 1.0 mol% 209 (199.2) at 0.2C 91.4 (82.3) at 5C 100 2.7–4.6 123
LiNi0.7Mn0.3O2 Nb2O5 2.0 mol% 184.3 (185.3) at 0.1C 91.8 (75.8) at 0.2C 50 2.75–4.35 116
NCM712 (SC) Nb2O5 0.05 mol% 204 (200) at 0.1C 85.5 (70.6) at 1C 150 3.0–4.5 145
NCM622 Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 188.4 (195.7) at 0.2C 91 (78) at 1C 100 3.0–4.5 78
NCM523 Nb2O5 1.0 mol% 159.5 (152.5) at 0.1C 78.7 (73.2) at 0.5C 50 2.5–4.3 131
Li1.2Mn0.53Ni0.27O2 Nb(HC2O4)5 1.6 mol% 248.3 (243.5) at 0.1C 85.5 (57.5) at 1C 200 2.0–4.7 124
Li[Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6]O2 Nb2O5 4.0 mol% 254 (221) at 0.1C 92.3 (83.4) at 0.1C 100 2.0–4.8 117
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 Nb(HC2O4)5 2.0 mol% 265.8 (236.3) at 0.2C 86.9 (78.3) at 0.2C 100 2.0–4.8 141
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 Nb(C2H5O)5 3.0 mol% 320 (276) at 0.1C 95 (76) at 0.1C 100 2.0–4.8 137
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 Nb2O5 2.0 mol% 282.6 (265.8) at 0.05C 87.8 (58.5) at 1C 100 2.5–4.6 142
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dopant atoms is challenging and can lead to a loss of active
species, resulting in inconsistent structural integrity and
electrochemical activity. In relation to the surface doping, inhi-
bition of detrimental surface phenomena and facilitated
lithium diffusion are achieved, affecting the CAM capacity
minimally, combining to a certain extent the advantages of
both bulk doping and coating.125 Hence, as previously noticed
concerning coated materials, a more meticulous analysis invol-
ving both the surface and bulk lattice should be considered. It
is indeed challenging to precisely describe the interface
between coating and doping, and conducting comprehensive
studies to assess the effects of different levels of niobium
incorporation and gradient characteristics on performance
would be complex and demanding.

To illustrate the effects of doping in LTMOs, theoretical
studies by means of first-principles simulations have examined
niobium as dopant.108,126,127 Studies with Ni-rich CAMs
revealed that it tends to preferentially occupy the octahedral
site in the nickel layer, where exchange energies were the
lowest. Chen et al. simulated NCM811 doping with high-
valence ions (V5+, Nb5+, and Zr4+), and it resulted in a decrease
in the quantity of nickel ions in a high valence state.108 The
oxidation states of nickel during delithiation were estimated
based on calculated magnetic moments and projected density
of states (PDOS). At different lithiation levels, the fraction of
Ni2+ was slightly higher for the doped NCMs compared to the
pristine material. Moreover, at low lithium content, the frac-
tions of Ni4+ were lower for the doped samples. From these
observations, the authors suggest that high-valence dopants
can delay the nickel oxidization, being a promising approach
in guiding cathode-redox behavior. Apart from that, M–O
binding energies in VO6 (5.2 eV), NbO6 (6.2 eV), and ZrO6 (5.7
eV) were found to be higher compared to that in the NiO6 octa-
hedron (4.3 eV), indicating that V, Nb, and Zr doping serves as
a strategy to suppress oxygen evolution.108 Yoshida et al.
reported a theoretical study using 32 candidate elements for
optimal co-doping with cobalt in LNO in order to improve
cycling performance in LIBs.126 Using an optimized frame-
work, a significant and abrupt decrease in the c-axis length
was observed during the H2 → H3 transition, suggesting that
what actually occurred was a “structural change” rather than a
“structural transition”. Therefore, a comprehensive screening
was performed to identify the optimal doping in LNO able to
minimize changes in the c parameter. The applied elemental
composition ratio was Ni/Co/X = 0.75 : 0.17 : 0.08, where within
a unit cell, two nickel sites were substituted by cobalt and one
nickel site was occupied by X. Fig. 6a and b represents the
screening results, with lower values on the vertical axis indicat-
ing reduced contractions (see Fig. 6b). For the descriptors of
Δdave, elemental information on the X substitutes (including
atomic numbers, atomic radii, etc.) was considered. Among all
tested doping elements, bismuth and niobium resulted in the
smallest contractions. Nevertheless, the energy required for
incorporating bismuth into LNO was found to be notably high,
implying the limited ability of bismuth to dissolve efficiently
within the structure. Consequently, niobium represented the

best-known dopant to mitigate interlayer collapse for LNO and
likely for LTMOs in general.

Huang et al. used a combination of experimental analyses
and first-principles calculations to investigate the effect of Nb-
doping on the structure and electrochemical properties of
LNO.112 Pristine and doped LNO were prepared by a solid-state
process using H5Nb3O10 as Nb-dopant precursor. Accordingly,
by XRD analysis, Nb5+ (1.0 mol%) was found to be uniformly
distributed in the LNO structure, occupying the nickel sites
and forming a solid solution. Simulated structures revealed
that the Nb-doped LNO exhibits a significantly smaller band
gap with lower Fermi level, indicating higher conductivity and
improved phase stability, respectively, in comparison
to the undoped CAM. Theoretical calculations of the migration
energy barrier, along with galvanostatic intermittent
titration technique (GITT) experiments, revealed that Nb-
doping could effectively enhance the diffusion of Li+ ions
within the material.

In fact, experimental observations for Nb-doping and LTMO
structure detail situations, where more in-depth analysis is
needed. Starting with examples using LNO, Huang et al.
reported reduced Ni•Li defect fractions based on XRD analysis
and lower Ni2+ fractions by XPS measurements for the doped
material.112 In contrast, Hao et al. also reported Nb-doped
LNO prepared under same conditions of temperature, in
which Ni(OH)2 spheres were coated using a niobium oxide sol
(sol–gel method).128 In relation to the niobium influence in
the CAM structure, its distribution, and effect on electro-
chemical performance, similar results were obtained.
Nevertheless, XRD analysis indicated that Nb-doping causes

Fig. 6 (a) Representation of layer distance variation as a function of
different LNO dopings. (b) Evaluation of c-axis contractions induced by
75% charging in terms of Δdave as a function of doping element. Lower
vertical axis values indicate smaller expected contraction and improved
cycle performance. Adapted from ref. 126. Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society.
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an increase of the fraction of Ni2+, thereby inducing more Ni•Li
defects. Therefore, in relation to the Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing,
molar ratio of Ni2+/Ni3+, and Nb5+ location in doped LTMO
cathodes, different findings are described in the literature.
Additional reports of other Ni-rich CAMs support the observed
reduction in fraction of Ni•Li defects.78,104,119,121,129–131

However, these claims contrast with the predicted trend, where
high-valence dopants are expected to increase Ni2+ content in
LTMOs in order to maintain charge balance, facilitating the
Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing.120,122,123,132,133 In this case, considering
that Nb-doping is typically carried out concurrently with the
lithiation of pCAM, it is likely that Ni2+ is not completely oxi-
dized during calcination to maintain charge balance. For
instance, the disparity of Ni•Li defects in relation to the base
material is illustrated in Fig. 7 (box-and-whisker plot), where a
range of negative and positive values can be observed.
Furthermore, the variations in specific discharge capacity and
cycle retention are shown, which will be discussed below.

In general, the stabilization mechanism of high-valence
dopants is more complex.34 A reduced fraction of Ni•Li defects
after Nb-doping was associated with niobium occupancy in
TM sites with consequent formation of lithium vacancies.104

In this mechanism, the substitution of TM sites with Nb5+ sup-
posedly occurs without generating any impurity phases
(leading to the creation of defects).104,112 It is crucial to con-
sider that the LTMO lattice has a metal-to-oxygen ratio of 1 : 2,
which mismatches the requisite Nb2O5 ratio of 1 : 2.5 for an
effective doping. It implies that a higher quantity of metal ions
is needed to accommodate niobium within the layered struc-
ture. This, in turn, implies the demand for additional oxygen.
Thus, the oxygen requirement should be fulfilled via the gas
phase, resulting in the oxidation of the NCM CAM. Moreover,
the presence of a considerable concentration of lithium
vacancies contributes to a reduced degree of lithiation.

In this context, XPS analysis is usually employed to quantify
the content of Ni2+ and Ni3+ species and make a comparison
with the undoped CAM. The common outcomes are the lower
fraction of Ni2+ as well as the oxidation state of Nb5+ and the

stronger Nb–O bonds for doped materials.78,112,119,131,134

However, as mentioned previously in relation to coatings, XPS
is a surface-based technique, which has a penetration depth of
only 10–20 atomic layers.135 Therefore, XPS cannot be used as
a prescription for the nature of the bulk of doped LTMO,
rather it is a complementary technique to others. Chu et al.
showed that the fraction of Ni•Li defects initially decreases and
then increases with the incorporation of more niobium in
NCM811 (0, 1, and 3 wt%).121 EDS mapping from cross-sec-
tioned particles of the most concentrated sample (3 wt%) con-
firmed that niobium was uniformly doped into the bulk
phase. XPS results indicated that increasing the Nb-doping
level leads to a corresponding increase in the ratio of Ni2+/Ni3+,
while the valences of manganese and cobalt did not change.
To explore the positioning of niobium within the lattice of the
doped NCM samples, the authors conducted a combined ana-
lysis of NPD and XRD. Curiously, the results revealed a most
likely structural model containing niobium in the octahedral
sites of both the TM and lithium layers. Apart from that,
reports of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2

136 and Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2
137

describe niobium only in the lithium position, with slightly
decreased and no changes in cell parameters, respectively. In
the first report, this assumption is based only on XRD data,
and no further evidence was provided. In the second report,
Liu et al. proposed the presence of Nb5+ in the lithium layer
near the surface, utilizing high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) and annular bright-field (ABF) STEM images, based
on color contrast proportionate to atomic number, as shown
in Fig. 8.137 However, it is worth considering that such image
contrast could also suggest the presence of Ni2+ rather than
Nb5+ in the lithium site. For instance, comparable findings in
other studies indeed offer evidence of disordered phase for-
mation, attributed to Ni2+ occupying the lithium site.138–140

The authors also considered density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to support the preferred occupancy of niobium.137

Yet, other reports of LTMO CAMs with similar composition
(high Mn-content) describe niobium located in either TM
position141,142 or specifically in Ni 124 or Mn 117 sites. As high-

Fig. 7 Box-and-whisker plot of the relative change of 1C capacity (n = 16), first-cycle capacity (n = 22), capacity retention after 100 cycles (n = 22),
and Ni•Li defects (n = 11) of Nb-doped LTMOs applied for LIBs.
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lighted previously, these variances can be related to the
applied synthesis conditions and particularly to the lack of
more detailed investigation. Interestingly, from all references
claiming Nb-doping in this review, the study by Liu et al. is
unique in using niobium ethoxide as precursor (a known pre-
cursor and procedure for coating purposes), which was mixed
to the LTMO and annealed at 600 °C for 6 h.137 Moreover,
their findings indicated a surface rather than a bulk doping.
Therefore, it can be inferred that a possible additional coating
should be considered in this case, and the surface doping is a
consequence of the applied temperature, as discussed before.
A potential increase in Ni2+ concentration within doped
LTMOs could likely be correlated with the formation of rock-
salt type NiO, stemming from the insertion of Nb5+, which
leads to Li+ consumption and oxygen release. What is clear by
the standing literature is the uncertainty of where niobium sits
in LTMOs, whether there really is a dependency on TM choice
(Ni-rich or Mn-rich), what the solubility limit is for niobium
inclusion, and its effects on Ni•Li defects.

Single crystal (SC) LTMOs are another category of materials
being researched for LIBs. Particularly with the increasing
popularity of SSBs, they have gained interest as a natural
complement to this platform, yet doping in either context is
lacking. Single-crystalline LTMOs are ideally composed of indi-
vidual crystallites but practically consist of 3–5 agglomerated
grains.143 As noted elsewhere,144 increasing particle (grain)
size leads to a reduction in surface area per unit mass, which
helps mitigate surface reactions and whose deagglomerated
character can alleviate the issue of intergranular cracking com-
monly observed in polycrystalline NCM CAMs. Nevertheless,
they present balance of limitations related to an increased
path length for lithium diffusion. In this context, controlling
diffusivity becomes crucial, as higher diffusivity enables the
use of larger particles, thereby reducing the occurrence of
surface-based degradation. Zhang et al. showed the effects of
high-valence ions (e.g., Nb5+ and Y3+) when applied to dope SC
NCM.145 The doped NCM712 was prepared by adding respect-
ive precursors to pCAM and LiOH, and then sintering the
material under proper conditions (480 °C for 6 h and 930 °C
for 15 h, in O2 atmosphere). For the Nb-doped NCM, EDS of

cross-sectioned particles demonstrated a uniform distribution
of niobium throughout the entire single-crystalline particles.
At both room and high temperatures, the Nb-doped SC NCM
cathode exhibited the best electrochemical performance
among the tested materials. The significant enhancement was
attributed to a possible occupation of niobium at the lithium
site. In contrast, small increases in cell parameters observed
by XRD were ascribed to the larger ionic radius of niobium
compared to the TMs in the NCM. Nevertheless, this would
only be reasonable if the doping occurred at the TM sites,
given that Li+ is larger than the Nb5+ ion. In addition, the XRD
analysis also indicated a lower fraction of Ni•Li defects after
doping.145 This was associated with XPS results, in which the
authors suggested that the peak positions could be attributed
to Nb4+ and Nb5+ and therefore Nb-doping would promote the
oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni3+, contradicting the other reports.
Moreover, it is important to note that differentiating between
Nb4+ and Nb5+ using XPS exclusively is challenging due to the
proximity of their binding-energy values. Discrepancies for the
corresponding values of the 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 states of Nb5+ are
typical in the literature and are likely attributed to varying
chemical environments rather than a genuine change in oxi-
dation state.146

Indeed, inconsistencies and contrasting results are also
present in studies involving SC CAMs. For instance, Zhao et al.
investigated the impact of Nb-doping on Ni•Li defects,
suggesting its potential regulatory effect.123 They considered
that a proper cation mixing could enhance the lithium trans-
port and prevent NCM lattice collapse during deep delithia-
tion. Commercial SC NCM811 was doped by ball milling it
with LiNbO3 and LiOH, followed by subsequent calcination
(500 °C for 4 h and 750 °C for 12 h, in O2 atmosphere).
Combining the results obtained by electron backscatter diffrac-
tion (EBSD), EDS, time-of-flight secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (ToF-SIMS), NPD, XRD, and XAS, Nb5+ was observed
to occupy 3b sites (most probably nickel site), be uniformly
distributed, and to provoke a higher Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing. As
a result, c parameter and average lattice fringe spacing
increased, which is advantageous for the lithium transport
within the channels.123 Furthermore, through DFT calcu-

Fig. 8 STEM images of Nb-doped Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2. (a) HAADF image of the bulk. (b) HAADF image of the surface near region. (c) ABF-
enlarged image of the surface shown in panel (b). Adapted from ref. 137. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH GmbH.
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lations, it was observed that the introduction of niobium
modulates the SC NCM band gap and enhances the electronic
conductivity. Jamil et al. observed similar results when mixing
Nb2O5 to a NCM811 pCAM with LiOH and further sintering
the material (750 °C for 20 h, in O2 atmosphere).122 The strong
binding force of Nb–O contributed to the stabilization of
lattice oxygen, while the high valence of Nb5+ increased the
occurrence of Ni•Li defects, leading to the formation of a protec-
tive disordered rock-salt layer on the surface. In contrast, Wu
et al. showed some different results, even though NCM with
comparable composition (NCM831205) and similar experi-
mental conditions were applied.129 A distinct linear concen-
tration gradient of Nb-doping was observed by EDS and depth-
dependent XPS (ion etching), with the concentration of
niobium progressively decreasing from the particle surface
towards its core. Both the surface and the internal region of
doped sample exhibited an ordered layered structure.
However, pristine NCM displayed a rock-salt type structure on
its surface with a thickness ranging from 2 to 4 nm. For the
doped sample, its surface exhibited more Ni3+ species, which
resulted in a lower fraction of Ni•Li defects. Consequently, a
higher concentration of Co2+ was observed and attributed to
the conversion of some Co3+ species in order to maintain the
overall charge balance.

In summary, the literature generally relies on a combi-
nation of X-ray and microscopy techniques to physically
characterize Nb-doped CAMs. However, other techniques that
could provide valuable insights into the structural character of
niobium in LTMOs are often not included. Concerning the
crystallographic structure, Nb-doped layered oxide cathodes
show the expected α-NaFeO2 structure and R3̄m space group as
pristine LTMO materials. As mentioned earlier, XRD patterns
are commonly analyzed by Rietveld refinement, and changes
in Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing are reported using this method. TEM
analysis usually serves to confirm the regular layered lattice
and the enlargement of interplanar spacing after doping.
Nevertheless, lattice parameters are typically key indicators of
niobium incorporation, in which changes related to its rela-
tively large ionic radius, in particular an expansion of cell
volume and the c-axis (metal–metal interslab distance), are the
main observations. These variations can become irregular
when new phases are formed (Li3NbO4, LiNbO3, Nb2O5).

116

Indeed, it is worth highlighting that the ion size of Nb5+ is not
notably larger, especially in comparison to the Ni2+ radius.
Furthermore, literature will almost exclusively measure
materials using “lab-scale” diffraction instruments, which
have limited resolution for such a small structural deviation,
yet will report Rwp values that require very careful material
preparation (i.e., proper packing of capillary for Debye–
Scherrer diffraction), external instrument calibration (i.e., NIST
LaB6), and internal Si standards to account for displacement
errors, all of which is generally unheard of for battery research
groups to report. Synchrotron XRD measurements are a better
option to regular XRD (synchrotron results were recently
reported by Xin et al., for example).59 Nb-modified NCM9055
was prepared by firstly coating the pCAM

[Ni0.9Co0.05Mn0.05(OH)2] using niobium ethoxide, and then cal-
cining it with LiOH (725 °C). The increasing niobium concen-
tration in NCM9055 resulted in the appearance of extra peaks,
indicating the formation of Li3NbO4. The lattice parameters
were slightly expanded, and the relative intensity between
(003)/(104) reflections, an indicator of Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing,
showed minor changes with increasing niobium concentration
(from 1.59 for pristine to 1.49 for 2.1 at% Nb-NCM).59

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy to mention that this method
based on peak intensities is generally unreliable and should
be avoided.8 Moreover, additional X-ray techniques are poss-
ible but, for the purported promise of niobium and “need” to
understand its role in LTMOs, their use is conspicuously
absent. For instance, X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) is well suited for determining oxidation states and
coordination chemistry (e.g., octahedral or tetrahedral geome-
try), while extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
offers a method to determine local structure, coordination
number, and environment (niobium position).147 Pair distri-
bution function (PDF) technique could be similarly applied to
determine local structure.148 Alternatively, magnetic character-
ization can provide a complementary method to determine
Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing character, as the presence of excess Ni2+

in the lithium layer is known to be correlated with magnetic
ordering and the coupling of different nickel layers.149,150 Xin
et al. showed magnetic susceptibility studies for Nb-modified
NCM exposed to different temperatures. The Curie–Weiss be-
havior exhibited a magnetic transition at 10 K in pristine and
doped NCM samples treated at 400 and 500 °C. However, for
the materials treated at higher temperatures, the transition
shifted to 11.5 K, providing confirmation of lattice modifi-
cation through niobium substitution.35 Furthermore, solid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy using
93Nb and 6Li/7Li could be a relatively accessible method to
characterize the nature of niobium in LTMOs.151 At this time,
there are no known reports using either nucleus to character-
ize Nb-doped (or coated) CAMs. This does not necessarily
imply that these techniques should be standard practice, but
rather emphasizes the importance of conducting such studies
to gain a deeper understanding of how niobium influences the
local and bulk structure of LTMO. By doing so, more informed
observations and hypotheses can be put forth when the field
publishes a series of reports on Nb-doping with slightly
different NCM stoichiometries.

In regards to more routine measurements, EDS can see the
incorporation depth and surface distribution of niobium, as
mentioned before. Additionally, differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC) has been applied to show that Nb-doping
enhances the thermal stability of the material, particularly for
Ni-rich CAMs.122,129,130,136,152 In fact, several studies have
demonstrated improved cyclability for Nb-doped NCMs at elev-
ated temperatures (45–60 °C) compared to their pristine
counterparts.78,120,122,124,128,136,145,152 For instance, Nb-doping
(1 mol%) could increase the capacity retention of NCM831106
at 60 °C from ∼20% to almost 72% after 200 cycles.120 In
general, this enhancement is correlated to the better structural
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stability offered by the Nb-modified LTMO.120,122,124,145 Hao
et al. investigated the electrochemical performance of Nb-
doped LNO (1 mol%) at different temperatures (55 to −10 °C),
where side reactions at the electrode/electrolyte interface were
diminished, especially at higher temperatures, thereby enhan-
cing interfacial stability during cycling.128 Apart from that, EIS
suggested faster lithium diffusion, even at low temperature. In
relation to the material morphology and particle size, no sig-
nificant changes are generally reported for secondary particles
by comparing SEM images before and after
doping.112,129,130,136,152 On the other hand, when the primary
particles are compared, niobium appears to cause a significant
reduction in their sizes.59,119,120,128,153 Park et al. showed an
interesting study in this regard using different high-valence
elements (Al3+, Nb5+, Ta5+, and Mo6+) to dope LNO.115 The
samples were prepared by mixing Ni(OH)2, LiOH, and dopant
precursor, with further calcination within the temperature
range of 650 to 800 °C. Changes in primary particle mor-
phology were carefully analyzed by cross-sectional SEM
images. While Al-doped LNO displayed similar coarsening be-
havior to undoped material and maintained its particle shape,
primary particles of Nb-, Ta-, and Mo-doped LNO exhibited
smaller particle sizes and maintained a radial alignment at
each temperature. Fig. 9 displays the cross-sectional images of
Nb-LNO compared to LNO. In addition, in situ XRD analysis
revealed that the dopants formed Li–X–O compounds when
introduced to the samples. In the case of Nb-LNO, distinct
reflections of LiNbO3 at temperatures between 450 and 730 °C
were identified. At higher temperatures, the peaks gradually
weakened and the Li3NbO4 phase emerged, remaining stable
up to 750 °C. The presence of Li–X–O compounds during high-
temperature calcination resulted in grain-boundary coating,
inhibiting boundary migration and suppressing primary par-
ticle coarsening. Therefore, the mechanism of doping high-
valence ions into LNO involved not only bulk incorporation
but also grain-boundary coating, affecting the microstructure.
The highest discharge capacity was achieved when the cath-
odes were calcined at 680–700 °C. Ober et al. also reported a

similar finding, where the formation of intergranular LixNbOy

phases in LNO impeded the growth of its primary particles.153

Hence, as previously emphasized, temperature conditions sig-
nificantly influence niobium modification of LTMOs, and the
possibility of an additional coating on the particle surface,
including the primary particles themselves, should be
considered.

The electrochemical performance of Nb-doped LTMOs
shows empirically that there is a significant improvement
above the “baseline” material often referenced. Evaluation of
cycling (galvanostatic or voltammetric), EIS, and differential
capacity analysis are the cornerstone techniques applied and
provide much of the basis for the trends observed, however are
not the only techniques that should be used, as including
physical characterization is very insightful. For example, oper-
ando XRD studies during the first charge process demon-
strated a smooth reversibility of H2 → H3 phase transition
with a significant suppression of the lattice contraction in Nb-
doped samples.121–123 Nb-doping (and coating) also seems to
inhibit or mitigate oxygen release, as demonstrated by oper-
ando differential electrochemical mass spectrometry
(DEMS).123,124,154 Post-mortem characterization comprises of
easy-to-access SEM, TEM, XRD, and XPS. Microscopy images,
in particular from cross sections, serve as an evidence of lower
cracking and the better mechanical integrity of doped
CAMs.59,112,119,121,145 XRD patterns show less lattice distortion
and even less Ni•Li defects after cycling for the doped
sample.129 As to the composition of cycled electrodes, XPS
exhibited reduced Ni2+ formation and lower content of impuri-
ties related to the CEI formation or carbonates.104,122,129

Based on our meta-analysis, Nb-doping significantly
enhances the performance of LTMOs, as shown in Table 2 and
Fig. 7. With regards to capacity, Nb-doping did not have a sig-
nificant impact with a median relative change of 3.7%. In
some reports, the introduction of niobium results in increased
values of initial discharge capacity. This enhancement is gen-
erally attributed to the diffusion of lithium ions, which is
facilitated by the decreased fraction of Ni•Li defects and the for-

Fig. 9 Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) as-prepared LNO and (b) Nb-LNO calcined at 650–800 °C. Adapted from ref. 115. Copyright 2023, Wiley-
VCH GmbH.
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mation of lithium vacancies.104,121,137,142 In the same way, the
initial Coulomb efficiency is also enhanced as a result of an
improved structural stability and reduced irreversible Li+

extraction.104,137 However, other works reported a decreased
discharge capacity for the Nb-doped CAM and associated it to
the introduction of inactive Nb5+ ions in TM sites and higher
Li+/Ni2+ cation mixing.78,112,116,120 As mentioned earlier, the
true effect that Nb-doping has on Ni•Li defects is not fully
understood yet; there is a moderate decrease in the concen-
tration of such defects at a median relative change of −13.0%
(see Fig. 7). Caution should be taken as to the veracity of this
claim based on the previously reported reasons. This is
because the Ni2+ levels in Nb-doped LTMOs may be linked to
the choice of niobium precursor and preparation method or
could potentially result from insufficient characterization.
Therefore, if additional supporting evidence emerges in the
future, it should be duly reported. Across a range of cycle
numbers, from 45 to 300, the capacity retention shows the
most notable improvement in all cases, with distinct niobium
precursors and concentrations. The number of 100 cycles is a
commonly used benchmark in the literature to demonstrate
electrochemical stability. Taking this into account and consid-
ering the values of the respective materials before doping,
there is a moderate increase in median rate capability (1C =
14.3%) and cycle stability (100 cycles = 16.7%). Regardless,
this improved performance of Nb-doped LTMOs can be attrib-
uted to the several factors discussed before, particularly the
enhancement of internal stability, facilitated lithium diffusion,
better electronic conductivity and therefore reduced polariz-
ation. These combined effects also result in a robust electro-
chemical stability even under high current density and voltage
conditions.78,121,122,134

4. Conclusions and outlook

In conclusion, the role of niobium in Li-based LTMO cathodes
is manifold and influenced by various factors, such as syn-
thesis conditions, precursor selection, and its concentration
with regard to the CAM. In relation to Nb-based coating,
LiNbO3 has emerged as the most prominent example, due to
its ease of synthesis and positive electrochemical performance
characteristics. It effectively reduces metal dissolution and
contributes significantly to cycle retention and rate capability.
Nevertheless, it is important to employ complementary charac-
terization techniques and consider factors, such as physical
thickness, rather than reported molar or weight percentage, to
better understand material performance. Moreover, as has
been recognized recently in the literature, it seems that pure
LiNbO3 coatings are difficult to achieve, the morphology
strongly depends on the synthesis conditions, and often car-
bonate species are incorporated. This makes the analysis of
structure–composition relationships challenging. Regarding
Nb-based doping, an important consideration is the impact of
the preparation method on the final product, with annealing
conditions and concentration playing pivotal roles in material

modification. In general, XRD is the most commonly used
technique to investigate doping and its influence on the struc-
ture of the base material. However, more meticulous character-
izations are mostly needed. Through the analysis of several
studies, most of the reports have indicated Nb5+ location in
the nickel site. Nevertheless, there is still no agreement regard-
ing its effects, particularly concerning the Ni2+ concentration
and Ni•Li point defects after doping. In this regard, the
increased Ni2+ content might be correlated to the formation of
rock-salt type NiO through lithium consumption and oxygen
release, or even to incomplete oxidation when niobium is
introduced during the lithiation of pCAM. However, the
precise doping mechanism remains unclear and could also be
associated to the formation of lithium vacancies. Apart from
that, there is often no clear differentiation between surface
and bulk doping, and a possible additional coating formation
is not considered. Distinguishing between doping and coating
can be challenging, and the detection of additional coatings in
Nb-doped materials is often unclear due to their minimal con-
centration and widespread distribution. Regardless, the ben-
eficial impact of niobium modification on the electrochemical
performance of LTMO cathodes is evident and is generally
related to the enhancement of stability, facilitated lithium
diffusion, better electronic conductivity, and reduced polariz-
ation. In future studies, a more in-depth investigation into the
specific location and behavior of niobium in Li-based CAMs is
recommended. This will enable the development of enhanced
battery materials by harnessing the benefits of Nb-based
doping and coating, ultimately advancing the performance
and stability of LIBs and SSBs.
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